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Essential Features of
Inquiry



› “Inquiry-based instruction is the application of the 
scientific method.

› Inquiry-based instruction requires that students generate 
and pursue their own questions.

› Inquiry-based instruction can take place without 
attention to science concepts

Self Check



› All science should be taught through inquiry-based 
instruction.

› Inquiry-based instruction can be easily implemented 
through use of hands-on activities and educational kits.”

Self Check



› The world is understandable.

› Scientific ideas are subject to change.

› Scientific knowledge is durable.

› Science cannot provide complete answers to all questions

Nature of Science



› The teacher reviewed the class about their previous lesson on 
plant stems.

› Then, the teacher distributed activity cards containing what the 
pupils are supposed to do. The task in the activity requires the 
pupils to collect at least 6 different leaves, to describe them, and to 
group them according to their similarities.

› After performing the activity, they reported about the similarities 
and differences of the leaves they have and how they grouped 
their leaves.

Scenario 1: Leaves of plants



› The teacher asked the class what they thought can make water-soluble 
solids like salt and sugar dissolve faster in water.

› After the pupils gave their answer, she distributed the activity cards to 
the group. Each activity card contained procedures for testing the effect 
of a different factor.

› After the groups performed their assigned activity, they reported their 
results in class.

› The teacher summarized all their findings at the end of the reporting.

Scenario 2: Factors affecting the dissolution rate of 
water-soluble solids



› Before beginning the lesson, the teacher showed an unidentified plant. 
She asked them if they know what plant it is.

› After the pupils gave their answer, she asked them what they should do 
to find out if they made a correct guess on the identity of the plant. The 
pupils gave their ideas until the class came up with a procedure to find 
out about the identity of the plant.

› On the next day, the class performed the activity and reported their 
findings in class.

› After the class had agreed on the plant’s identity, the teacher revealed 
the identity of the plant and other information about the said plant.

Scenario 3: Identifying Common Plant Crops



“Teaching and learning strategies that enable scientific 
concepts to be mastered through investigations. In the 
process, connections are drawn between learning science, 
learning to do science, learning about science

(NRC, 2000).”

“Diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world 
and to propose explanations based on the evidence
derived from their work

(NRC, 2000).

What is “inquiry”?



Refers to the “abilities” students should develop to be able to design 

and conduct scientific investigations AND to the “understandings” 

they should gain about the nature of scientific inquiry (NRC,2000)

Also refers to the activities of students in which they develop 

knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, as well as 

understanding of how scientists study the natural world (NRC,2000)

What is “inquiry”?



› Diverse ways by which scientists study the world

› Teaching-learning strategies that allow scientific concepts 
to be learned through investigations

› Abilities or skills of students that have to be developed to 
conduct scientific investigations

› Student understanding about the nature of scientific 
inquiry

› Activities of students that allow them to develop 
knowledge and understanding of science concepts and 
how scientists do inquiry

Summary



Inquiry into authentic questions 
generated from student 
experiences is the central 
strategy for teaching science.
National Science Education Standards, p. 31



› Learner engages in scientifically-oriented questions.

› Learner gives priority to evidence in responding to questions.

› Learner formulates explanation from evidence.

› Learner connects explanation to scientific knowledge (including 
evaluating alternative explanations).

› Learner communicates and justifies explanations.

Source: Adapted from the National Research Council, 2000

Five Essential Features of Inquiry



Variations in Science Inquiry
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A concept map showing connections between 
methods used by scientists



› Learners create their own explanation about the world 
based on their experiences and evidence collected from 
investigations (personal constructivism).

› Learners share/communicate their ideas with others and 
come to an agreement about science ideas based on 
evidence collected from investigations (social 
constructivism).

Why is Inquiry-based Instruction
Constructivist in nature?



› Lead to interesting new knowledge about the world

› Lead to a deeper understanding of the nature of 
science and scientific inquiry

› Require students to gather observable evidence and 
use it with developing knowledge to generate 
answers

› Require a variety of science processes to answer 
them

Source: Bass, J. E., Contant, T. L., & Carin, A. A. (2009). Teaching science as 
inquiry, 11th ed. USA: Pearson.

Characteristics of Good Questions for Initiating Inquiry



› May require students to observe, compare, and 
classify objects and organisms

› May require students to infer and predict

› May require students to identify an measure 
variables

› May require controlled experiments

Source: Bass, J. E., Contant, T. L., & Carin, A. A. (2009). Teaching 
science as inquiry, 11th ed. USA: Pearson.
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› “Inquiry-based instruction is the application of the scientific 
method.

› Inquiry-based instruction requires that students generate 
and pursue their own questions.

› Inquiry-based instruction can take place without attention to 
science concepts.

› All science should be taught through inquiry-based 
instruction.

› Inquiry-based instruction can be easily implemented through 
use of hands-on activities and educational kits.”

Five Misconceptions about Inquiry-based 
Instructions
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Thank you very much!


